Directions to the Office of Counseling and Workplace Resilience
5124 (5th Floor) Med Sci I - C-wing :: 1301 Catherine St. Ann Arbor MI 48109

Coming from inside the hospital:
- Follow red dotted line •••••• on the map. From The Fork 1 at the hospital cafeteria, follow signs to the Cardiovascular Center (CVC).
- You will enter the CVC from the walkway on floor 2, continue to the right when the hallway ends to enter the Atrium.
- Exit the main Atrium doors. Med Sci I-C is directly in front of you. ➔
- Follow red dotted line on photo to door in. Take elevator to 5th floor.
- Go to the right out of the elevators, through the double doors, 5124 is on the right.

Walking from P4 Parking Structure:
- Follow black dotted line •••••• on map.
- Go toward the CVC, through the underpass, to the right around the Atrium.
- Med Sci I-C is the first building you see past the CVC.
- Follow red dotted line ➔ coming out of CVC Atrium on map/photo above.